Yet more pleas for follow-up!

Subject: Yet more pleas for follow-up!
From: Walt Tuvell <Walt.Tuvell@gmail.com>
Date: 11/30/18, 11:07 AM
To: AOdb_Internal_Control_and_Audit@ao.uscourts.gov, Judicial Conference <JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov>
CC: DOJ OIG <oig.hotline@usdoj.gov>, DOJ OPR <opr.hotline@usdoj.gov>, "FBI Division, Criminal" <Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov>, Rod Rosenstein <rod.rosenstein@ic.fbi.gov>, "JM@GG" <JudicialMisconduct@googlegroups.com>


As I have pleaded/begged you, over-and-over: PLEASE UPDATE ME FORTHWITH with whatever it is you're doing with my cases — and/or AT LEAST acknowledge to me that you've received my Complaints, and this email!

As you very well know, I'm inquiring about the extremely serious Judicial Misconduct Complaints that I have outstanding with you, as documented at:


WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON WITH THESE?

You keep refusing to inform about your progress. And, in fact, you refuse even to abide by FEDERAL LAW/RULE to officially/formally (by U.S. Mail) acknowledge receipt of my Complaints! And that goes for the FBI and DOJ entities Cc'd hereby, too. JCDR 22(d) (http://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/guide-vol02e-ch03.pdf): "... the Administrative Office shall acknowledge its receipt ...".

Now, "just between you and me," we really do know exactly what's going on here, don't we?: You know, for certain, that federal criminal laws have been broken by the courts, and you're stonewalling/covering-up for them, hoping I'll lose interest, or maybe die, to get you/courts off the hook.
Yet more pleas for follow-up!

That's not going to happen.

— Walt Tuvell (PhD, Math, MIT & U.Chicago — i.e., "not-a-crank")
— 836 Main St., Reading, MA 01867
— 781-944-3617(h); 781-475-7254(c)
— walt.tuvell@gmail.com
— http://JudicialMisconduct.US (All my cases are documented fully at this website)

PS: How the hell do you sleep at night? {Oh, wait, I get it — stupid question —
You're lawyers/judges, and government employees, right? The lowest-of-the-low,
as you-all are proving right now ...}